Some items we sell are restricted.
Please check the item and the information below before ordering.
Restrictions are subject to change without notice.

CATEGORY

Restricted Item
Shipping Restrictions

AIR GUNS AND BARRELS

Air Guns: Rifles less than 700 FPS and less than .177 cal.; and Pistols
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CA; DE; Chicago, IL; MA; NJ; New York City, NY; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be shipped Parcel Post. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. Mail Orders: sign legal notice on order form. Phone Orders: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Air Rifles greater than or equal to 700 FPS and/or .177 cal.
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CA; DE; IL; MA; NJ; New York City, NY; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be shipped Parcel Post. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. Mail Orders: sign legal notice on order form. Phone Orders: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Air Gun Shotshell Ammo
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CA; CT; DE; IL; MA; NJ; NY; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. Mail Orders: sign legal notice on order form. Phone Orders: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Soft Air Guns
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CA; MA; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be shipped Parcel Post. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. Mail Orders: sign legal notice on order form. Phone Orders: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).
BBs and Pellets
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CA; DE; Chicago, IL; MA; NJ; New York City, NY; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders**: sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders**: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

CO₂ Capsules
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; MA; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be shipped Parcel Post. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders**: sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders**: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

**BLACK POWDER**

Black Powder Pistols and Kits
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CA; DE; HI; Chicago, IL; MA; MI; NJ; Las Vegas or North Las Vegas, NV; NY; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be shipped Parcel Post. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders**: sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders**: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Black Powder Rifles and Kits
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CA; HI; Chicago, IL; MA; MI; NJ; New York City, NY; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be shipped Parcel Post. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders**: sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders**: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Black Powder Bullets
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CA; DE; HI; Chicago, IL; MA; MI; NJ; Las Vegas or North Las Vegas, NV; New York City, NY; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be shipped Parcel Post. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 21 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders**: sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders**: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).
Black Powder Cannons
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CA; HI; Chicago, IL; MA; MI; NJ; New York City, NY; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be shipped Parcel Post. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. Mail Orders: sign legal notice on order form. Phone Orders: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Cannon Fuses
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; MA; ME; MS; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be shipped Parcel Post. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. Mail Orders: sign legal notice on order form. Phone Orders: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

GUNS, GUN PARTS, AND SHOOTING ACCESSORIES

De-militarized Guns
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CA; Chicago, IL; MA; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. Mail Orders: sign legal notice on order form. Phone Orders: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Antique Rifles
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CA; HI; IL*; MA; NY; Canada; American Samoa; Guam; Northern Mariana Islands; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. Mail Orders: sign legal notice on order form. Phone Orders: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).
*non-functioning Antique Rifles may be shipped to IL, but not Chicago, IL

Blank Guns
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CA; MA; NC; NY; Akron or Cleveland, OH; WI; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be shipped Parcel Post. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. Mail Orders: sign legal notice on order form. Phone Orders: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).
Replica and Imitation Guns
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CA; CT; Aurora or Chicago, IL; MA; MS; NY; VA; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be shipped Parcel Post. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders:** sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders:** review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Toy and Look-alike Guns
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CA; Aurora or Chicago, IL; MA; MS; NY; VA; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be shipped Parcel Post. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders:** sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders:** review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Paintball Guns/Markers, Parts, and Paintballs
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; Chicago, IL; MA; New York City, NY; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be shipped Parcel Post. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders:** sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders:** review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Grenade Launcher
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CA; MA; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be shipped Parcel Post. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders:** sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders:** review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Grenade Launcher Rifle Adapter
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CA; MA; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders:** sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders:** review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Assault Rifle Parts and Stocks
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CT; Aurora, Calumet Park, Chicago, Cook County, Dolton, Hazel Crest, Highland Park, Homewood, North Chicago, or Skokie, IL; MA; NJ; New York City, NY; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. Must have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders:** sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders:** review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).
Pistol Kits
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; Aurora, Calumet Park, Chicago, Cook County, Dolton, Hazel Crest, Highland Park, Homewood, North Chicago, or Skokie, IL; MA; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders**: sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders**: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Rifle and Pistol Barrels
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; MA; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders**: sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders**: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Pistol Compensators
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; MA; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders**: sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders**: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Rifle Scopes and Sights
Cannot be shipped to Canada.

Night Vision
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CA*; MA; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be shipped Parcel Post. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders**: sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders**: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).
*if not gun-mountable, may be shipped to CA

Does not include Laser Rangefinders
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; Chicago, IL; MA; New York City, NY; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders**: sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders**: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).
Gatling Gun Kits
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CA; IA; MA; MN; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be shipped Parcel Post. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. Mail Orders: sign legal notice on order form. Phone Orders: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Ammo Belt (without Ammo)
Cannot be shipped to CA or NY.

Speedloaders: Rifle and/or Pistol
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; MA; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. Mail Orders: sign legal notice on order form. Phone Orders: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Exploding Targets (incl. scarecrows and commercial charges and devices)
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; Marin, Napa, Ventura, or Yolo Counties, CA; MA; MD; New York City, NY; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be shipped Parcel Post. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 21 and have no legal disabilities to order. Mail Orders: sign legal notice on order form. Phone Orders: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

AMMUNITION AND MAGAZINES

1 to 5 round Magazines
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; Marin, Napa, Ventura, or Yolo Counties, CA; MA; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. Mail Orders: sign legal notice on order form. Phone Orders: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

6 round Magazines
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; New York City; Marin, Napa, Ventura, or Yolo Counties, CA; MA; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. Mail Orders: sign legal notice on order form. Phone Orders: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).
7 to 10 round Magazines
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; New York City; Marin, Napa, Ventura, or Yolo Counties, CA; MA; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders:** sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders:** review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

11 to 15 round Magazines
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CA; CT; HI; Aurora, Calumet Park, Chicago, Cook County, Dolton, Hazel Crest, Highland Park, Homewood, North Chicago, or Skokie, IL; MA; MD; NY; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders:** sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders:** review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

16 to 30 round Magazines
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CA; CO; CT; HI; Aurora, Calumet Park, Chicago, Cook County, Dolton, Hazel Crest, Highland Park, Homewood, North Chicago, or Skokie, IL; MA; MD; NJ; NY; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders:** sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders:** review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

31 round and over Magazines
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CA; CO; CT; HI; Aurora, Calumet Park, Chicago, Cook County, Dolton, Hazel Crest, Highland Park, Homewood, North Chicago, or Skokie, IL; MA; MD; NJ; NY; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders:** sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders:** review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Blank Ammo
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; Berkeley, Carson, Los Angeles, Marin County, Napa County, Oakland, Sacramento, San Francisco, Santa Clara, Ventura County, or Yolo County, CA; HI; Chicago, IL; MA; NY; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be shipped Parcel Post. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 21 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders:** sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders:** review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).
Handgun Ammo
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; Berkeley, Carson, Los Angeles, Marin County, Napa County, Oakland, Sacramento, San Francisco, Santa Clara, Ventura County, or Yolo County, CA; HI; Chicago, IL; MA; NY; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be shipped Parcel Post. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 21 and have no legal disabilities to order. Mail Orders: sign legal notice on order form. Phone Orders: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Rifle and Shotgun Ammo
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; Berkeley, Carson, Los Angeles, Marin County, Napa County, Oakland, Sacramento, San Francisco, Santa Clara, Ventura County, or Yolo County, CA; HI; Chicago, IL; MA; NY; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be shipped Parcel Post. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. Mail Orders: sign legal notice on order form. Phone Orders: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

.50 caliber Rifle Ammo
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CA; CT; HI; IL; MA; NJ; Reno, NV; NY; OK; RI; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be shipped Parcel Post. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18* and have no legal disabilities to order. Mail Orders: sign legal notice on order form. Phone Orders: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).
* MUST be 21 to ship to IA

.50 caliber Handgun Ammo
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; AL; CA; CT; FL; HI; IL; IN; KS; KY; LA; MA; MI; NJ; NV; NY; OK; OR; RI; TX; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be shipped Parcel Post. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 21 and have no legal disabilities to order. Mail Orders: sign legal notice on order form. Phone Orders: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

* MUST be 21 to ship to IA

Armor Penetrating Rifle Ammo
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; AL; CA; CT; FL; HI; IL; MA; NJ; Reno, NV; NY; OK; RI; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be shipped Parcel Post. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18* and have no legal disabilities to order. Mail Orders: sign legal notice on order form. Phone Orders: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).
* MUST be 21 to ship to IA
Armor Penetrating Handgun Ammo
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; AL; CA; CT; FL; HI; Chicago, IL; IN; KS; KY; LA; MA; MI; NJ; NV; NY; OK; OR; RI; TX; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be shipped Parcel Post. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 21 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders:** sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders:** review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Linked Ammo: 10 rounds or fewer
See standard Handgun or Rifle/Shotgun Ammo restrictions.

Linked Ammo: 11 rounds or more
See Magazine restrictions for matching number of rounds.

Tracer Ammo
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CA; CT*; MA; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be shipped Parcel Post. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders:** sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders:** review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).
*CT restriction applies to .50 cal. only

Reloading Components (incl. brass, primers, hulls, etc.)
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C. or internationally. MUST be 18 to order. **Mail Orders:** sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders:** review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Exotic Shotgun Ammo
(incl. Flame Thrower/Dragon’s Breath, Bolo/Macho Gaucho, and Flechette)
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CA*; FL; IL; MA; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be shipped Parcel Post. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders:** sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders:** review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).
*CA restriction applies to Flechette only

KNIVES

Kitchen Cutlery
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; MA; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders:** sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders:** review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).
Utility Knives (incl. Leatherman, Gerber)
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; Marin, Napa, Ventura, or Yolo Counties, CA; MA; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. Mail Orders: sign legal notice on order form. Phone Orders: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Fixed-blade Knives and Tactical Knives
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; Marin, Napa, Ventura, or Yolo Counties, CA; MA; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. Mail Orders: sign legal notice on order form. Phone Orders: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Folding Knives and Tactical Knives
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; Marin, Napa, Ventura, or Yolo Counties, CA; MA; New York City, NY; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. Mail Orders: sign legal notice on order form. Phone Orders: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Bowie Knives
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; Marin, Napa, Ventura, or Yolo Counties, CA; CT; Chicago, Peoria, or Melrose Park, IL; MA; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. Mail Orders: sign legal notice on order form. Phone Orders: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Fighting Knives
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; Marin, Napa, Ventura, or Yolo Counties, CA; CT; Chicago, Peoria, or Melrose Park, IL; MA; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. Mail Orders: sign legal notice on order form. Phone Orders: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Spring-assisted Knives and Switchblades
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CA*; DE; HI; IL; LA; MA; MI; MO; NJ; NV; New York City, NY; PA; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. Mail Orders: sign legal notice on order form. Phone Orders: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form). *Spring-assisted knives with blade length under 2" may be shipped to CA
Machetes
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; Marin, Napa, Ventura, or Yolo Counties, CA; CT; DE; MA; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders:** sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders:** review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

**Throwing Axes/Tomahawks**
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CA; CT; DE; MA; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders:** sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders:** review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Aaxes and Hatchets
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; MA; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders:** sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders:** review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Daggers
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CA; CT; DE; Chicago, Peoria, or Melrose Park, IL; MA; NJ; NY; TN; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders:** sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders:** review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

**Throwing Knives**
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CA; CT; DE; Chicago, Peoria, or Melrose Park, IL; MA; NJ; NY; TN; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders:** sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders:** review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Stilettos
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CA; CT; DE; Chicago, Peoria, or Melrose Park, IL; MA; NJ; NY; TN; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders:** sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders:** review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).
Spears
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CA; CT; DE; Chicago, Peoria, or Melrose Park, IL; MA; NH*; NY; TN*; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders:** sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders:** review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

*Spears with blade length under 4” may be shipped to NH and TN

Knives with Knuckle Guards
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; AK; CA; CO; CT; DE; IL; IN; KS; MA; MI; MN; MO; NV; NH; NJ; NY; OH; PA; TX; VA; VT; WA; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders:** sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders:** review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Bayonets
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; Marin, Napa, Ventura, or Yolo Counties, CA; MA; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders:** sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders:** review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Dirks
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CA; CT; DE; Chicago, Peoria, or Melrose Park, IL; MA; NJ; NY; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders:** sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders:** review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Swords
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; AL; CA; CT; DE; Chicago, Peoria, or Melrose Park, IL; MA; NJ; NY; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders:** sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders:** review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).
Anything resembling a Knife or Knife Blade
Does not include butter knives, saws, flatware, or scissors.
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; Marin, Napa, Ventura, or Yolo Counties, CA; MA; New York City, NY*; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders:** sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders:** review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).
*fixed-blade/non-folding Knives may be shipped to New York City

ARCHERY AND BOWHUNTING

Bows, Arrows, and Broadheads
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; MA; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders:** sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders:** review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Crossbows, Bolts, and Broadheads
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; MA; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders:** sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders:** review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

WEAPONS AND PERSONAL SAFETY

Dart Guns
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CA; MA; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be shipped Parcel Post. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 21 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders:** sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders:** review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Flare Guns and Flares
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; AK; CA; Chicago, IL; MA; NY; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be shipped Parcel Post. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders:** sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders:** review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).
Batons and Clubs
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CA; CO; IL; KS; MA; MI; NJ; NV; NY; OH; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. Mail Orders: sign legal notice on order form. Phone Orders: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Handcuffs
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; MA; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. Mail Orders: sign legal notice on order form. Phone Orders: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Lathi Sticks
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CA; MA; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be shipped Parcel Post. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. Mail Orders: sign legal notice on order form. Phone Orders: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Hand Grenades
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CA; MA; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be shipped Parcel Post. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. Mail Orders: sign legal notice on order form. Phone Orders: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Blowguns
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CA; MA; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. Mail Orders: sign legal notice on order form. Phone Orders: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Slingshots
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; Marin, Napa, Ventura, or Yolo Counties, CA; Aurora, IL; DE; MA; NJ; NY; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. Mail Orders: sign legal notice on order form. Phone Orders: review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).
Pepper Spray
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CA; Crawford County or Dennison, IA; Chicago, IL; MA; NY; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be shipped Parcel Post. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders:** sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders:** review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

Stun Guns and Tasers
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CA; CT; Wilmington, DE; HI; Crawford County or Dennison, IA; IL; South Bend, IN; MA; MI; NJ; NY; Philadelphia, PA; RI; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be shipped Parcel Post. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders:** sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders:** review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

MISCELLANEOUS

Food Items
Cannot be shipped to Canada.

Seeds
Cannot be shipped to Canada.

Gas-powered Engines and Generators
Cannot be shipped to CA* or Canada.
*if CAEPA/CARB-approved, may ship to CA

Portable Generator Parts
Cannot be shipped to Canada.

Gas Cans
Cannot be shipped to CA or MD.

Kolpin Fuel Packs
Cannot be shipped to CA.

Fluids and Lubricating Materials (incl. Gun Oils)
Cannot be shipped to Canada.

CO₂ Insect Repellents, CO₂-powered Auto-Inflate Life Vests
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; MA; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be shipped Parcel Post. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders:** sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders:** review legal notice on order form and
provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

**Fire Extinguishers**
Cannot be shipped to Canada.

Does not include Laser Rangefinders
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; Chicago, IL; MA; New York City, NY; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders:** sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders:** review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

**Listening Devices**
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; CA; MA; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders:** sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders:** review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

**Cannon Fuses**
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; MA; ME; MS; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be shipped Parcel Post. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 18 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders:** sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders:** review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

**Exploding Targets (incl. scarecrows and commercial charges and devices)**
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C.; Marin, Napa, Ventura, or Yolo Counties, CA; MA; New York City, NY; Canada; or Puerto Rico. Cannot be shipped Parcel Post. Cannot be sold to minors, convicted felons, those convicted of a misdemeanor crime of domestic abuse or chemically dependent. MUST be 21 and have no legal disabilities to order. **Mail Orders:** sign legal notice on order form. **Phone Orders:** review legal notice on order form and provide verbal confirmation at time of ordering. Adult signature and Receipt service available (see order form).

**Body Armor and Components (incl. Riot Gear)**
Cannot be shipped to CT or Canada.

**Wood-burning Stoves**
Cannot be shipped to CA or WA.

**Snakeskin and Non-traditional Animal Leather and Fur**
Does not include rabbit, bison, ostrich, or alligator/crocodile. Cannot be shipped to CA.
Western Red Cedar
Cannot be shipped to Canada.

Medical Devices
Cannot be shipped to CA.

Snore Stopper, Gymform Products, and Spine Worx
Cannot be shipped to CA.

Arctic Freeze (incl. AC Pro Refrigerant)
Cannot be shipped to WI. Cannot be shipped by air.

GPS Systems
Please check local state laws before mounting these items in your vehicle.

Dashboard and Windshield-mounted Products
Cannot be shipped to CA. Other states, please check local laws regarding dashboard mounting.

Radar Detectors
Cannot be shipped to Washington, D.C. or VA.

Buddy Heaters and Vent-free Heaters
Cannot be shipped to MA.

Mr. Heater brand Vent-free Heaters
Cannot be shipped to CA or MA.

Duke Traps
Cannot be shipped to Canada.

Submersible Vehicles and Surface Vessels
Cannot be shipped to Canada.

Bowls made of Cow Horn
Cannot be shipped to Canada.